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Technology-intensive markets consist of products that are aften interdependent and operate together as a modular system. Although prior
research has extensively addressed standardization and network externalities in such markets, it has not addressed the buying of modular systems. The authors identify two focal decision dimensions of the buyer,
namely the decision of whether to outsource system integration and the
decision of how much to concentrate the purchase of system components
with one or more suppliers. The authors develop a comprehensive production- and transaction-cost framework to explain companies' positions
on these two decisions. They find that especially leakage and the buyer's
know-how, together with the technological volatility the buyer faces, drive
the preference for outsourcing system integration and the purchase concentration of system components. An empirical test in the market for
telecommunications systems supports the theory developed.

The burgeoningacademicfocus on technology-intensive
(n) marketsparallelsthe understandingthatTI marketsare
not only importantbut alsounique (Caponand Glazer1987;
Glazer 1991). Unfortunately, research on TI markets
remainslargelyunexplored.Organizationalbuying behavior
in these markets is particularly underresearched,
though
scholarshave establishedits theoreticaluniqueness(Heide
andWeiss1995;Weissand Heide 1993).
Onecharacteristicofll marketsthatbasimportantimplicationsfor organizationalbuying behavioris thattechnological productsare interdependentand often operatetogether
in a modular system(Schilling 2000). A computerworks
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and communicateswith other computersand serversin a
network.Transmissionsand switchesare necessarycomponentsin a networkof a telecommunicationsoperatorto provide end userswith the ability to communicate.Modular
systemstypically comprise"technologicallydivisible" componentsjoined by a set of nonproprietaryinterfaces that
enablesthe componentsto wort (Katz and Shapiro1994).
Modular systemsraisetwo particularlyinterestingstrategic decisionsfor buyers. First, becausethe systemcomponentsmust he integratedinto a system,by eitheran outside
systemintegrator or the buyer, the buyer needsto decide
whetherto outsourcethe system-integrationfunction or to
integratethe systemin-house.Systemintegrationis defined
asthe installmentand interconnectionof a system'scomponents (Wilson, Weiss, and John 1990). For example,
telecommunicationsoperatorsmust decide whetherto outsourcethe integrationof switches,transmission,and billing
in a new or enhancedtelecommunicationsnetwork to an
external systemintegrator.Second,buyersDeednot buy all
systemcomponentsfrom the samemanufacturer,regardless
of whetherthey outsourcethe integrationfunction; instead,
they cao mix and matchcomponentsfrom different manufacturers.As aresuit, the buyerneedsto decide whetherto
purchaseall systemcomponentsfrom a single supplier or
from multiple suppliers.For example,telecommunications
operatorsmust decide whetherto buy switches,transmission,and billing from the samemanufactureror to mix and
matchthese network componentsfrom multiple suppliers.
These two decisions result in various purchasingoptions
being availableto buyers(seeFigure 1).
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Figure 1
PREFERENCES FOR MODULAR SYSTEMS
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For example,considerthe marketfoT computersystems.
Although there are companies that adopt an outsourcesingle-sourcepolicy, such as boring an integrated system
from mM, none of the purchasingstrategiesfoT modular
systemsis dominant.Buyers mayalso adoptmultiple sourcing of componentsand outsourcesystemintegrationto an
outsideparty.Thus,they may preferto boy a turnkeysystem
from Accenturethat integratesCompaqservers,Dell workstations,and Microsoft software into a single system. In
contrast,buyersmay prefer to have their own information
technology (IT) department integrate the system, shop
around, and boy IBM servers, Dell workstations, and
Microsoft software (i.e., in-house systemintegration with
multiple sourcing).Buyers may also preferto single-source
componentsfrom mM and have their own IT department
integratethe system(i.e., in-housesystemintegrationwith
single sourcing).
Suchvariationacrossthesealtemativesis likely the case
in other industries as weIl. Discussion with industry
observersand participants in the telecommunica~ns systemsmarket,which is the contextof oor study,basindicated
thatthereis no dominantpurchasingstrategyin this market.
Therefore,it would he usefulto identify the conditionsthat
makethe variousoptionsattractive.
Prior literaturemay help in this regard.In particular,there
are two streamsof researchthathaveexarninedcompanies'
outsourcingdecisions:neoclassicaleconomicsand institutional economics.Neoclassicaleconomicsbas studied the
outsourcing decision from a production-costperspective,
whereas institutional economicsbas studied the decision
from a transaction-costperspective(Rindfleischand Heide
1997). With respectto organizations'purchaseconcentration decision,there is little literature,exceptfoTdescriptive
commentaryin the trade and managerial press, that discussesthe factorsthat drive a company'spreferencefoTsingle sourcingover multiple sourcingor that developsa theory that bas particular relevancein TI markets.We take a
similar production-and transaction-cost
perspectiveson the
componentpurchase-concentration
decision.As we argue
subsequently,
considerationsof productioncostsand transaction costs may also drive buyers' decisions about the
extentto which they will single-sourcesystemcomponents.
Thesetwo perspectives(productionand transactioncosts)
have beenapplied in variouscontextsbut rarely in a technology context. Prior researchsuggeststhat the straightforward applicationof theseperspectivesto a technologycon-
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text may be misguided. For example, Balakrishnan and
Wernerfelt (1986) argue that technological volatility bas
unique consequences foT outsourcing that the traditional
environmental volatility in transaction-cost analysis does
not capture. Although environmental volatility makes outSOUTCing
less efficient, technological volatility bas the opposite effect. An understanding of TI markets also requires a
focus on the presence and transfer of know-how (Glazer
1991; John, Weiss, and Dutta 1999). Although prior literature on production costs and transaction costs bas rarely
examined these factors, research in n markets bas shown
that the presence and potentialleakage of (tacit) know-how
is central to an understanding of how flfillS organize their
interfinn relationships (e.g., Dutta and Weiss 1997; Pisano
1990).
We test OUTproduction- and transaction-cost framework
using a field survey in which we conducted a conjoint experiment. Although conjoint is rarely used in an organizational
context (for two exceptions, see Murry and Heide 1998;
Wathne, Biong, and Heide 2001), it fits with the increasing
use of experimental designs in organizational research. The
following section presents OUTresearch hypotheses. The
third section describes OUTresearch design and data collection methods. The fourth section discusses the model and
statistical tests we used to analyze the data and presents the
results of the study. The final section discusses the results,
the study's li~tations,
and implications fot marketing
research and practice.
CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES
Scholars have suggested that organizations consider both
production costs and transaction costs in structuring their
interfirm relationships (Walker and Weber 1984). OUTconceptual framework builds on this insight to delineate a set of
production- and transaction-cost variables that may affect a
company's preference to outsoUTcesystem integration and
single-soUTce system components. We fust postulate OUT
hypotheses on production-cost variables, after which we
turn to transaction-cost variables.
Production-Cost Variables
Production costs are those costs associated with a firm's
production function, and thus production-related variables
influence the buyer's cost of tast execution. We identify the
relevant production-cost variables subsequently.
Presence of know-how. Know-how bas been defmed as
scientific knowledge applied to useful purposes (Quinn,
Baruch, and Zien 1997). The presence of know-how refers
to the degree of technology expertise, experience, training,
and competency of a buying organization. A buyer's knowhow may influence the cost of in-house system integration,
regardless of the identity of any specific system integrator.
However, two seerningly contradictory predictions caD be
made, depending on how a buyer's level of know-how
affects its ability and motivation.
One streamof literature suggests that the more know-how
'a company bas, the less it prefers outsoUTcing to in-house
system integration. This is becausebuyers with more knowhow have a greater ability in system integration. For example, John, Weiss, and Dutta (1999) argue that when a company bas developed a high level of know-how, the relative
cost of using the know-how is low. The greater ability of
high-know-how companies thus translates into increasingly
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lower costs of and a greater preference foT in-house system
integration.
Other streams of literature point to the motivation of lowknow-how firms to acquire a certain threshold level of
know-how in order to assimilate new know-how (Cohen and
Levinthal 1990). For example, the literature on technology
adoption points out the prevalence of "learning by doing"
and not bypassing the ability to gain important technological learning that accrues with experience (Grenadier and
Weiss 1997). Such an argument suggests that buyers with
the least know-how are the most likely to pref er in-house
system integration.
Combining the ability and motivation arguments, we propose a curvilinear relationship between the presence of
know-how and the preference foT outsourcing system integration, in which companies with moderate levels of know-

how have the greatest preference foT outsourcing. A
moderate-know-how company will already have crossed a
threshold level of know-how and will have gained sufficient
ability to assimilate new knowledge obtained through the
system integrator (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), which thus
makes the decision to outsource system integration more
likely. In addition, a moderate-know-how bUreT may still
have a substantial cost disadvantage compared with an
extemal system integrator, which also increases its preference foT outsourcing system integration.
Hl: The preferencetor outsourcingover in-house systemintegrationis greatesttor buyers with moderatelevels of knowhowandis leasttor buyerswith1ow or high levels of knowhow.
Conflicting arguments CaDbe advanced about the effect
of know-how on a buyer's preference foT single sourcing
over multiple sourcing. On the ODehand, industrial buying
theory states that high-know-how buyers face little tast
uncertainty and thus have low motivation to seek more
information (McQuiston 1989). This is also consistent with
Dougherty's (1992) finding that the better developed an
organization's know-how is, the less likely it wants to
acquire or access new information from extemal sources.
Thus, we expect a high-know-how bUreT to attach little
value to the more diverse information that multiple suppliers
provide. Consequently, we expect high-know-how buyers to
have a greater preference foT single sourcing over multiple
sourcing, compared with low-know-how buyers. On the
other hand, Weiss and Heide (1993) argue that the less
know-how buyers have, the less they are able to discriminate
between different offerings. Therefore, low-know-how buyeTSmay lack the prime motivation to mix and match components fiom multiple vendors. From this contrasting perspective, single sourcing mayalso be convenient foT
low-know-how buyers.
Buyers with moderate know-how may have the lowest
preference foT single sourcing over multiple sourcing. In
contrast with low-know-how buyers, they are able to discriminate between different offerings. In contrast with highknow-how buyers, they may be more eagerto increase information inflow fiom suppliers, because they may still
considerably improve their know-how and perceive moderate tast uncertainty (Bunn 1993). Therefore,
Hz: The preferencetor single sourcingovermultiple sourcingof
systemcomponentsis leasttor buyerswith moderatelevels
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of know-howand greatestfor buyerswith low or high levels of know-how.
Technological heterogeneity. Technological heterogeneity
refers to the presence of multiple, partially discrepant product offerings (Tushman and Anderson 1986). In the context
of systems,technological heterogeneity captures the technological differences between possible system configurations,
and it affects a buyer's information-processing costs. A
bUreTfacing greater technological heterogeneity is likely to
face higher information acquisition and processing costs fOT
all possible system configurations. Weiss and Heide (1993)
argue that high levels of heterogeneity may create
information-processing problems of such a magnitude that
organizations may suppress information search. In addition,
heterogeneity imposes a Deed to soft the possible system
configurations into more homogeneous classes (Leblebici
and Salancik 1981). Firms cao minimize informationprocessing costs by contracting with an extemal system
integrator that typically acquires and processes information
as part of its core competencies.
In environments with high technological heterogeneity,
buyers are also more likely to choose existing vendors with
which they are familiar (Heide and Weiss 1995). Organizations in such environments are also expected to have more
routinéi,formal decision procedures (Leblebici and Salancik
1981). Buyers' inclination to buy routinely from suppliers
when technology is heterogeneous leads to a tendency to
restrict the number of component suppliers. Therefore, we
hypothesize:
H3: The greaterthe technological heterogeneity,the greatera
buyer'spreferenceis fOT(a)outsourcingoverin-housesystem integrationand (b) single sourcingovermultiple sourcing of systemcomponents.
In H3, we stipulate that organizations may have a higher
preference fOToutsourcing under conditions of high technological heterogeneity, because they deliberately use only
part of the information available and want to minimize the
information they Deed to process to cope with complexity.
At the same time, in Hl, we argue that knowledgeable
organizations seek less new information than do less knowledgeable organizations (Dougherty 1992). These theoretical
arguments seem to suggest that knowledgeable organizations, compared with low-know-how buyers, restrict information inflow more easily through outsourcing in reaction
to high technological heterogeneity. We also argue that fmns
in environments with high technological heterogeneity
attempt to work with existing, familiar vendors (Heide and
Weiss 1995), and we expect high-know-how firms to adopt
such a strategy easily. In contrast, low-know-how firms
attempt to maximize information inflow to deal with the
greater uncertainty they experience (see H2). Therefore, we
expect that less knowledgeable organizations, compared
with more knowledgeable buyers, prefer less to develop
strong relationships with a single source in reaction to high
technological heterogeneity.
H4: The positiverelationshipbetweentechnologicalheterogeneity and a buyer's preferencesfor (a) outsourcing over inhousesystemintegrationand (b) single sourcing over multiple sourcingis greaterfor high-know-howbuyersthan for
low-know-howbuyers.
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Component-supplier
specialization. Component-supplier
specialization refers to the differentiation
that component
suppliers achieve by focusing on a narrow subset of products or technologies.
A dominant
reason that hightechnology firms specialize in ODe or a few system components is to maintain their technologicalleads
(John, Weiss,
and Dutta 1999). In general, such specialization enables
manufacturers to create higher quality in a specialized set of
components. However, perceived quality differences among
various specialized manufacturers create a major incentive
for buyers to mix and match the components of different
vendors into a modular system (Schilling 2000). By doing
gO, buyers are able to build a system that better fits their
idiosyncratic
needs (Wilson,
Weiss, and John 1990).
Another argument to this effect is that suppliers that specialize may achieve economies of scale, which reduce the
cost of their components to the buyer. Thus,
Hs: The greater the component-supplier specialization, the
lower a buyer's preference is tor single sourcing over multiple sourcing of the system components.
Supplier concentration in the system-integration marker.
Supplier concentration in the system-integration market pertains to the number of capable, reliable system integrators.
A large (small) number of integrators represents a low
(high) concentration
degree. High concentration
in the
system-integration
market raises the ex ante price a system
integrator charges the buyer, which is due to monopoly
power. The higher price reduces the cost disadvantage for a
buyer of in-house system integration. In addition, when supplier concentration is low, the cost of switching to an alternative system integrator is relatively low (Lieberman 1991).
Thus, the more alternative suppliers there are, the more a
buyer tends to pref er outsourcing to in-house system integration. Conversely,
~: The greater the supplier concentration in the systemintegration market, the lower a buyer's preference i,stor outsourcing over in-house system integration.
Acquisition
expertise. Buyers mayalso
vary as to the
extent of their acquisition expertise, which is orten gained
through experience, on the different suppliers in the market.! Acquisition expertise affects the costs of executing the
focal administrative task of evaluating the abilities and characteristics of various suppliers. A buyer with less expertise
on the supplier market faces a greater Deed for information
search in supplier choice. The buyer's lack of expertise pertaining to suppliers presents the buyer with a novel purchase
situation, which increases the perceived task uncertainty
(McQuiston 1989). Purchasing literature bas found that buyerg increase their information search when faced with uncertainty (Sheth 1973). Weiss and Heide (1993) have shown
that in TI markets, buyers that lack prior experience with
suppliers increase information search. System integrators
are typically highly expert in the supplier market, in view of
their own experiences across projects. Contracting with an
extemal system integrator may be an efficient war for buy-

INote that an organization'sacquisition expertise is distinct from its
technologicalknow-how.Know-how refersto scientific knowledgeapplied
to useful purposesor is synonymousto the technologywithin a company
(Capon and Glazer 1987), whereasacquisition-relatedexpertise merely
reflectshow weil the buyer knows the varioussuppliers'characteristics.
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ergwith little acquisitionexpertiseto acquireinfonnation on
the suppliermarket.Therefore,
H7: The more acquisition expertisea buyer has, the lower a
buyer's preferenceis foToutsourcingover in-house system
integration.
Transaction-Cost Variables
Transaction costs are those costs associated with the
exchanges between specific parties and enforcing agreements. In particular, transaction-cost variables tap the dangers of ex post opportunism by an exchange partner.
Leakage of facit know-how. We previously related a
buyer's know-how to various production costs. We now turn
to an important governance problem that may be related to a
buyer's know-how. If the bUreT bas (1) substantial proprietary know-how that (2) is tacit and (3) could be leaked
when dealing with exchange parties, governance issues may
be at play. If any of these three conditions is absent, goverDance may not be a problem, because efficient contracts can
be drafted. Potentialleakage of proprietary tacit know-how
taps the increased danger of appropriation (without compensation) of the assets of ODeparty by the exchange party.
Transactions in n markets orten involve leakage of tacit
know-how between transacting parties (John, Weiss, and
Dutta 1999).
The outsourcing of system-integration activities makes
the bUreT particularly prone to tacit know-how leakage. If
the buyer decides to outsource, an external system integrator will have frequent contact with the buyer's organization
and will gain access to the buyer's technology base. Such
frequent contact and access enable transfer or leakage of
tacit know-how (Teece 1981). Appropriation of the buyer's
tacit know-how may lead to two negative consequences.
First, the external system integrator may opportunistically
use the leaked tacit know-how to endanger the buyer's
bargaining position. Safeguards in the form of contractual
(e.g., confidentiality) agreementsare difficult foT a buyer to
put in place to avoid the opportunistic exploitation of this
tacit know-how (Hennart 1988). This is because tacit knowhow involves property rights that are difficult to control,
because they are likely to be ambiguous and relatively undetectable, and thus contingent claims contracts are difficult to
enforce (Williamson 1985). Second, because a system integrator orten works foTmultiple cu stomers in the same industry at the same time, it may inadvertently leak this tacit
know-how to the buyer's competitors (Pisano 1990), which
may severely endanger the buyer's competitive position.
Therefore,
Hs: The greater the tacit know-how of the buyer that CaD he
leaked, the lower the buyer's preference is foT outsourcing

overin-housesystemintegration.
For the component purchase-concentration decision, prediction may be less clear-cut. The adverse consequences of
tacitknow-how leakage may be fewer in a single~sourcing
situation than in a multiple-sourcing ODe,because single
sourcing may entail greater interdependence. This follows
from prior research on marketing channels (e.g., trust) in
which it is suggested that greater interdependence actually
strengthens commitment and trust in relationships (Kumar,
Scheer,and Steenkamp 1995).
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In addition, the number of parties to which the single
source could leak the buyer's tacit know-how is likely to be
more restricted than it is in a multiple-sourcing situation.
For example, the single source of the buyer may have little
contact with most of the buyer's main competitors, which
makes leakage of the buyer's tacit know-how to these competitors lèss likely. In contrast, if the buyer uses multiple
sources, it is unlikely that those sources all have little contact with the buyer's main competitors. In oor context, if a
component supplier bas a single-sourcing relationship with
a buyer, it is unlikely that the supplier develops close,
single-source relationships with that buyer's main competitors. In this sense, even if tacit know-how is leaked, it
restrains most of the hazards related to opportunistic behavior of the supplier that are associated with it. Such an argument is consistent with the strength-of -ties literature in sociology (e.g., Granovetter 1973) and marketing (Rindfleisch
and Moorman 1999), which shows that knowledge transferred in a dense network often involves redundant knowIedge. These arguments lead to the following hypothesis:
H9: The greaterthe tacit know-how of the buyer that CaDbe
leaked,the greaterthe buyer'spreferenceis foTsinglesourcing overmultiple sourcing.
In contrast with H9, it cao also be argued that buyers prefer multiple sourcing when the hazard of tacit know-how
leakage is great. Not only the extent to which leaked tacit
know-how is exploited (which underlies H9) but also the relative ease with which tacit know-how leakage may occur
(see, e.g., Hansen 1999) varies from a single-sourcing to a
multiple-sourcing situation. In particular, working with a
single supplier rather than multiple suppliers may make
leakage of tacit know-how more likely because the supplier
and buyer have more frequent interaction and their engineers work more intensively together across the buyer's
entire technology base. This intensive communication
between personnel of the two organizations enables tacit
know-how leakage (Teece 1981). Not only willleakage be
easier, but the single source will obtain tacit know-how that
encompasses a11parts of the various system components. In
this sense, the know-how the single source obtains may
actually be richer. than the know-how each of the multiple
suppliers would obtain, which increases the appropriation
hazard to the buyer.
Moreover, although the previous hypothesis states that
supplier opportunism is likely to be lower in a singlesourcing situation, a single source may still "inadvertently"
leak this tacit know-how to the buyer's competitors (Pisano
1990). This argument is consistent with Auster's (1992) and
Dutta and Weiss's (1997) arguments that companies structure their interflrnl relationships to avoid leakage of tacit
know-how.
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contingencies (Klein, Frazier, and Roth 1990). In consequence, volatility may hinder outsourcing; however, this
reasoning, though valid tor general environmental volatility,
is inappropriate when it specifically involves techno1ogical
volatility. The more volatile technology is, the greater the
l~elihood is that a technology becomes obsolete. As the
likelihood of obsolescence increases, the expected profitability of and the incentive tor any bargaining decreases
(Balakrishnan and Wemerfelt 1986). Thus, because buyers
are not vulnerable to ex post bargaining over quasi cents of
the contract, the incentive tor them to integrate the system
in-house disappears. In addition, technological volatility
may destroy competencies (Tushman and Nelson 1990).
Thus, volatile environments discourage buyers fiom building their own system-integration know-how. In summary,
we expect that companies respond to techno1ogical volatility by outsourcing rather than by in-house system
integration.
In markets with high technological volatility, firms generally pref er a high degree of flexibility (Jackson 1985; Sheridan 1988). An increase in the number of component suppliers leads to greater decision-making flexibility, which is
consistent with Eisenhardt's (1989) observation that decision makers in high-velocity environments increase rather
than Q~rease their alternatives.
Hll: The greaterthe technological volatility, (a) the greatera
buyer'spreferenceis for outsourcingoverin-housesystem
integrationand (b) the lowera buyer'spreferenceis for single sourcing over multiple sourcing of the system
components.

Hlo: The greaterthe tacit know-how of the buyer that caDhe
leaked,the lowerthe buyer'spreferenceis foTsingle sourcing overmultiple sourcing.

As we do in ~ (for technological heterogeneity), we
explore whether the relationship between a buyer's perceptions of technological volatility and its preferences tor
system-integration outsourcing and component purchase
concentration is likely to depend on the buyer's know-how.
In Hll, we argue that flrms have a higher preference tor outsourcing over in-house system integration under conditions
of technological volatility, because technological volati1ity
may destroy any competencies built in this domain. On the
basis of the absorptive capacity literature, we expect this to
be especially true tor low-know-how organizations. Highknow-how organizations may be able to keep track of technological change and assimilate new know-how relatively
easy, or at least they may be able to do it as weIl as any outside party could (Cohen and LevinthalI990).
We also argue that firms in volatile environments prefer a
high degree of flexibi1ity and therefore have a lower preference tor single sourcing over multiple sourcing (HIJ. However, in H2, we argue that low-know-how firms want more
information fiom multiple sources to reduce tast uncertainty. Therefore, under increasing technological volatility,
it is conceivable that knowledgeable buyers are less inclined
to seek flexibility than less knowledgeable buyers are. In
consequence, we expect the following:

Technological volatility. Technological volatility refers to
the extent to which changes in technology are rapid and
unpredictable. In volatile markets, information isoften inaccurate, unavailable, or obsolete (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt
1988). Institutional economics literature argues that organizations encounter contracting problems with outside suppliers becausethey may not be able to safeguard unforeseeable

H12:The positive relationshipbetweentechnological volatility
and a buyer's preferencesfor outsourcing over in-house
system integration is greater for low-know-how buyers
than for high-know-howbuyers.
H13:The negativerelationshipbetweentechnologicalvolatility
and a buyer'spreferencesfor singlesourcingovermultiple
sourcing of systemcomponentsis greaterfor low-knowhow buyersthan for high-know-howbuyers.
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Transaction-specificassers.Transaction-specificassets
(TSAs) or investmentsare worth more within a particular
relation than outside it (Williamson 1985). In the caseof
system integration, TSAs predominantly include human
assetspecificity,or investmentin knowledgeaboutthe specific system,and physical assetspecificity, or other equipment and software engineeredto wolk optimally with the
specific system.It is possible that TSAs createa "holdup"
problem in the sensethat the bliJer is more or less "locked
in" to a relationshipwith a particular systemintegrator.This
creates the potential foT supplier opportunistic behavior,
becausethe supplier will try to acquirea largerpart of the
quasi rents. An effective organizationalresponseto asset
specificity may be in-housesystemintegration(Williamson
1985).Therefore,
H14:The greaterthe TSAs involved in system-integrationactivities, the lower a buyer'spreferenceis tor outsourcingover
in-housesystemintegration.

Other Variables
We included two control variablesin our statisticaltests
to accounttor detenninantsof outsourcingsystemintegration and supplierconcentrationotherthan our focal theoretical variables.The first control variabIewas systemimportance. Studies in institutional economicshave argued that
activities with a high impact on companyprofits are mostly
integrated within the company(Liebennan 1991). Therefore, we expectfinns to prefer in-housesystemintegration
to outsourcingof system integration when it involves an
important system. Single sourcing may make the buyer
more dependenton a particular componentsupplier,which
is undesirableif the consequences
are great (Klein, Crawford, andAlchian 1978).The secondvariabIewas the country in which the companyis located.Becauseour studyis
global, it was importantto ac~ounttor the differentenvironmentalconditions particular to its location that a ~mpany
may face.We included country dummyvariablesto capture
this effect.
METHOD
ResearchContext
We chosethe purchasingof telecommunicationssystems
by telecommunicationsoperatorsas the setting for testing
oor substantive hypotheses. These systems consist of
switches,transmission,and billing software.We chosethis
context for two reasons:(1) Thereis sufficientheterogeneity of the focal theoretical variablesamong companiesin
this industry, and (2) telecommunicationssystemsat this
aggregationlevel are modular.
Becauseexploratory interviews revealed that decisions
about boring telecommunicationssystemsare the prerogative of the executivecommittee,we used high-levelexecutives as key informants. The executiveswere mostly vice
presidentsof technology,vice presidentsof purchasing,or
chief executiveofficers of telecommunicaûonscompanies.
This selection ensured that respondentshad sufficient
knowledgeand ability to report on all aspectsof organizational decisionmaking aboutsystemspurchasing.
We conductedthe study globally, and oor samplerepresented 19 countries in Europe,Asia, North America, and
SouthAmerica.Agiobal studyincreasesthe generalizability
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of oor findings. To a large extent, today's telecommunications industry is agiobal industry, which makes agiobal
study of practical interest. Because there are many international interfirm agreements with U.S. telecommunications
companies, respondents were fluent in English, which minimized any extra effort involved in gathering international
data.
ResearchDesign
The phenomenon we studied posed significant researchdesign challenges. Af ter considering various alternatives, we
opted for a field experiment administered through mail to
key informants in telecommunications operating companies.
In the research design, we applied experimental tasks similar to those in conjoint analysis but structured to reflect the
specific hypotheses and context of oor study. In particular,
we presented respondents with two-stage tasks that flfst
descrihed hypothetical scenarios of different market and
system features ("buying scenarios"); second, for each scenario, we asked respondents to indicate their preferences for
different integration and sourcing arrangements ("buying
options") given the scenario.
We preferred this type of experimental tast to the more
commonly used retrospective surveys because it enabled us
to isolate focal theoretical constructs. This was possible
because by using statistical experimental designs with
orthogonal factors we could create hypothetical buying scenarios in which the theoretical variables of interest varied
independently trom ODeanother (Murry and Heide 1998).
Experimental tasks such as conjoint analysis allow for more
direct probing of the presumed theoretical mechanisms
(Dutta and John 1995) and avoid the confounding of effects
that typically occurs in real markets. Another henefit of
experimental tasks is that they allow for efficient data collection because multiple observations CaDhe made for each
organization, which is difficult to achieve in retrospective
studies. Oor exploratory interviews with telecommunications operators also showed that confidentiality was less of
a concern to respondents in the case of hypothetical scenarios than it would he if they were requested to report on real
historical decisions.
On the basis of oor pretesting, we concluded that we
could credibly manipulate most of oor variables in the
experimental tasks. The variables were leakage of tacit
knowledge
(TACKNOW),
technological
volatility
(TECHVOL), technological heterogeneity (TECHHET),
supplier concentration in the system-integration market
(INTCONC), component-supplier specialization (SUPPSPEC), TSAs related to system integration (TSA), and system importance (SYSIMP). Two variables appeared to he so
specific to each organization and stabie over time that it was
difficult for respondents to imagine that these variables
could be (hypothetically) changed in different scenarios:
know-how (KNOWHOW) and acquisition expertise (ACQEXP). On the basis of these considerations, we decided not
to include these two variables in the experimental tast but
rather to ast separate questions that measured each organization's know-how and acquisition expertise using semantic
differential scales.
Experiment. In the experimental part of the questionnaire,
we presented respondents with eight full-profile experimental tasks (pretests revealed that respondents were only willing to go through eight tasks). Each experimental tast
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included two parts. In the fIrst part, we presentedrespondentswith the buying scenario,which comprisedgevenfactors.Each factorhad two levels (for factors,their levels,and
coding, seeTable I). As such,respondentsfaced different
scenariosthat varied in their characteristics;for example,
Table 1
BUYING SCENARfOS: FACTORS AND LEVELS
I. Leakageof tacit knowledge(TACKNOW; adaptedfrom Polanyi
1962)
1: Our companybassubstantialproprietaryknowiedge,which is
difficult to documentin writing and blueprints,thaI could be
leakedwhen dealingwith Ibis particularsystemintegrator.
-1: Our companydoesnot haveany proprietaryknowiedge,which is
difficult to documentin writing and blueprints,thaI could be
leakedwhen dealingwith Ibis particularsystemintegrator.
Il. Technologicalvolatility (TECHVOL; adaptedEromHeide andJohn
1990; Klein, Frazier,and Roth 1990)
1: Changesin telecomtechnologyare rapid andunpredictable.
-1: Changesin telecomtechnologyare slowand predictable.
ill. Technologicalheterogeneity(TECHHET; adaptedfrom Achrol and
Stern1988; Heide andWeiss1995)
1: Thereare largetechnologicaldifferencesbetweenpossibleconfigurationsof the telecomrnunications
system.
-1: There are only small technologicaldifferencesbetweenpossible
configurationsof the telecommunications
system.
IV. Supplierconcentrationin the system-integratormarket(INTCONC)
1: Thereis only a small numberof suppliers(threeor less)thaI are
competentandreliable in system-integration
activities.
-1: Thereis a large numberof suppliers(sevenor more) thaI are
competentandreliable in system-integration
activities.
V. Component-supplierspecialization(SUPPSPEC)
1: All component suppliers specialize in a limited set of system
components.
-1: No component supplier specializes in a lirnited set of system
components.

VI. TSAs (TSA; adaptedEromAndersonandWeitz 1992; Heideand
John 1988)
1: We wil! haveto Învesta lot of time and effort in employees'
knowiedge,procedures,and equipmentto deal with Ibis particular systemintegrator.The transferabilityof suchinvestrnentsto
an alternativesupplierwill bevery limited.
-1: We will not haveto investa lot of time and effort in employees'
knowiedge,proceduresandequipmentto dealwith Ibis particular
systemintegrator.The transferabilityof any investrnentsto an
alternativesupplierwill bevery high.
VII. System importance(SYSIMP;
McQuiston 1989)

adapted Erom Heide and Weiss 1995;

1: The systembas a major impact on our company'sprofits..~1:
The systembas a minor impact on our company'sprofits.

technologicalvolatility was high in half of the scenariosand
low in the other half. In this manner,the buying scenario
defined the buying context foT the respondents.We asked
respondentsto study the scenario carefully, and then we
askedthem to go on to the secondpart of the task, which
waspresentedjust belowthe scenario.
In the second part, we asked respondentsto give their
preferencefoT six different buying options (see Table 2),
giventhe specific buying scenario.Tbe buying options varied on OUT
two focal buying dimensions,namelyoutsourcing
versusin-housesystemintegration(in two levels)andsingle
versusmultiple sourcing (in threelevels: oDe,two, or three
suppliers).This structure enabled us to measurerespondents'preferencesfoTthe differentbuying options underthe
specificbuying scenarioswithout confoundingthe different
dimensionsof the buying decisionor the differentfactors in
the scenarios.
Respondentswere requiredto completeeight suchtasks.
Eachof the eight tasksrepresenteda different buying scenario. Although the factors foT eachbuying scenariowere
the same,we showed different levels of the factors. For
example, a fust scenario that a respondentmight have
encounteredwasa buying contextin which transferabilityof
tacit know-howwas high, technologicalvolatility was low,
techno~ogical
heterogeneitywas high, numberof integrators
was large, componentsuppliers were specialized,TSAs
were high, and systemimportancewas high. A secondscenario might have beenODein which transferability of tacit
know-howwas low, technologicalvolatility was high, technological heterogeneitywas high, numberof integratorswas
large, componentsuppliers were specialized,TSAs were
high, and systemimportancewashigh. Becausebuying scenarios changedbetweeneachexperimentaltask,we asked
respondentsto lead the specific buying scenariocarefully
eachtime and then late their preferencesfoTthe six buying
options.
For the manipulationof the gevenfactorsin the eightbuying scenarios,we usedan orthogonalfraction in 16 profiles
of a 28full-factorial design.We usedgevenofthe eight variablesin the designto manipulatethe gevenfactorsorthogonally (TACKNOW, TECHVOL, TECHHET, INTCONC,
SUPPSPEC,
TSA, and SYSIMP) in the buying scenario.We
usedthe remainingvariabIeto split the setof 16profiles into
two setsof 8 profiles (respondentswere only willing to go
through eight experimentaltasks).In this way, we guaran-

Table 2
BUYING OPTIONS AND PREFERENCE RATINGS
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teed that the sevenfactors in the boring scenarioswere not
confoundedwith the two setsof 8 profiles.
To control fot order effects,we developedan additional
versionof eachof the two setsof eightprofiles in which we
randomizedthe order of the experimentaltasks. Thus, we
obtained four versions of the experiment,which we then
randomlyassignedto respondents.
Measuresfor variables not manipulatedin the experiment. For reasonscited previously,we opted to measure
respondents'flrm know-howand acquisitionexpertiserather
than manipulatetheseconstructsin the experiment.To late
KNOWHOW, we asked respondentsto assesswhether on
the technologyof telecommunicationssystems(five items)
and on the integration of telecommunicationscomponents
or subsystems(five items)their organizationswere (1) not at
all knowledgeable-very knowledgeable, (2) not at all
competent-very competent, (3) not at all expert-highly
expert, (4) not at all trained-veryweIl trained,or (5) not at
all experienced-veryexperienced.To late ACQEXP, we
asked respondentsto assesswhether their companywas
expert on the characteristicsof supplierson the samefiveitem scale.
The final sample shows meao KNOWHOWand ACQEXP scoresof 5.55 (cr = 1.18)and 5.39 (cr = 1.12).We subjected the scale items to a confirmatory factor analysis,
which confirmed that a two-factor solution, with
KNOWHOW (ten items) and ACQEXP (five items) as factors,fitted the dataweIl. Reliability analysis(KNOWHOW:
a = .9617; ACQEXP: a = .9319) of the two constructs
revealedhigh reliability (Nunnally 1978).
FinaIly, we inventoried other company descriptors,
including total revenues,total profits, numberof employees,
numberof decision-makingunit membersfot telecommunications systemspurchasing,telecommunicationsservices
that the companyoffered, and length of time fot decision
making abouttelecommunicationssystemspurchasing.We
also included scale items that measuredhow expert and
involvedthe key respondentwas in the company'sdecisionmaking processin order to check whetherhe or she was a
valid key informant.This wasthe casefot all respondentsin
the analysis.
Questionnairestructure.The questionnaireconsistedof
four parts.The fitst part explainedthe context of the study
andprovided relevantdefinitionsof the telecommunications
systembeing studied.The secondpart inventoriedrespondent job description, services the company provided,
respondent expertise and involvement in the company

decision-making process, and company know-how and
acquisition expertise. The third part included the eight
experimentaltasks,precededby an explanationof the task
composition,ODeexampletask,and ODepracticetask. The
fourth part inventoriedpastpurchasingpracticesandgeneral
company descriptives,such as sales, profits, return, and
numberof employees.
Pretestingand Data Collection
Pretesting.We developedthe conjoint scenariosin cooperation with agiobal manufacturerof telecommunications
systems.We organizedfour meetingsat the companywith
two marketingmanagerswho wereresponsiblefot different
geographicalregionsandthe vice presidentof marketingfot
the company worldwide. Following their advice, we
pretestedthe questionnairein two Europeancountries:Bel-
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gium and the United Kingdom. In three stages, we conducted on-site interviews with vice presidents of purchasing
and purchasing managers at five major telecommunications
operators, two in Belgium and three in the United Kingdom.
After the flfst stage, we revised the phrasing of some of the
factors in the experiment, again af ter consuiting with oor
business partner. After the second stage, we made some
minor revisions. We used the final stage to check fot remaining problems. The pretests revealed that respondents did not
suffer trom information or task overload when confronted
with the conjoint task and that they understood all measures
employed.
Data collection. Data collection proved achallenge. Oor
targeted respondents were top-level executives in a highly
dynarnic industry fraught with merger-and-acquisition activity. This not only created severe time constraints on potential respondents but also made information exchange critical. We spent many hOOfSand a significant amount of money
(estimated data collection costs were $40,000) to obtain the
data. People in the industry rated oor study as one of the
most elaborate studies that bas been conducted on telecommunications operators' strategic decision making.
We used foor interrelated approaches to obtain oor sample. In a first stage, we sent questionnaires to telecommunications operators in the United States and nine European
countries; we randornly drew the operators trom telecommunications license databases.We contacted the companies
by telephone to (1) check on the list's accuracy, (2) identify
key informants in the company, and (3) check the mailing
address.The net sample in this stage comprised 273 companies. After receiving a notification letter, respondents
received a questionnaire after two weeks, a reminder card
after three weeks, a new questionnaire after five weeks, and
reminder calls after six and seven weeks.
In a second approach to contact respondents, we asked
key account managers of agiobal telecommunications systems manufacturer to deliver the questionnaire personally to
the key decision maker at 27 telecommunications companies
in the United States, Europe, South America, and Asia.
Third, in a joint effort with the telecommunications research
center of a renowned U.S. research university, we contacted
20 U.S. telecommunications companies that participated in
the research center's activities. Fourth, we contacted 9
European telecommunications operators to conduct personal, on-site interviews.
In total, we contacted 329 telecommunications operators
in Europe, the United States, South America, and Asia. Of
these, 55 participated in the study and returned usabie questionnaires, fot a total response rate of 16.7%. Although this
response rate is rather low, it is not unusual fot research in
(international) industrial settings (John 1984) or fot research
with high-level executives as key informants (Calantone and
Schatzei 2000; Gatignon and Robertson 1989; Phillips
1981). In addition, the total sample size at the unit of analysis, 55 companies, is not unusual in marketing literature
(Agrawal aild Lal 1995; Olson,Walker, and Ruekert 1995)
and industrial purchasing in particular (Dawes, Lee, and
Dowling 1998; Money, Gilly, and Graham 1998). Note that
we obtained much information per respondent, because we
obtained preference statements on six boring options fot
eight boring scenarios per respondent.
We assessed nonresponse bias by comparing early
respondents with late respondents, as Armstrong and Over-
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Table 3
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

Numberof countriesin sample
Numberof Europeanrespondentsa
Numberof U.S. respondents
Numberof Asian respondentsb
Numberof SouthAmericanrespondentsC

19
34
17
2

2

aEuropeancountriesin the sampleareAustria, Belgium, Denmark,Fin"
land,France,Germany,the Netherlands,Norway, Russia,Spain,Sweden,
andthe UnitedKingdom.
bAsiancountriesin the sampleare China andTaiwan.
CSouthAmericancountriesin thesampleare ArgentinaandMexico.

Table 4
RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS
SampleMean
Time with the company(years)
Time sincepromotionto presentfunction
(years)
Time working in telecomrnunications
industry
(years)
FunctianalDamains ofRespondents
Purchasing
Technical/operations
management
Marketing/salesmanagement
Genera!management

4.5
16

31%
43%
2%

24%

Involvementin purchasingof telecommunications
systemsin last two years.
4.4 (maximumscore= 5)
Interestin telecommunicationssystemsb
6.7 (maximumscore= 7)
al = never; 2 = once; 3 = sometimes;4 = frequently; 5 = always.
bI (not at all interested}-7(very interested).

ton (1977) suggest. We defined the first 75% of returned
questionnaires as "early" and the remaining 25% as "late."
We found no significant differences on descriptive variables
such as revenues, profits, number of employees, or investment in telecommunications systems. Classification of the
first 50% of returned questionnaires as "early" and the other
50% as "late" gave the same result. Accordingly, we
assumed that nonresponse bias was not a significant probIem. Table 3 gives an overview of the sample characteristics.
Because the sample included companies from different
countries, we compared the same descriptive variables for
companies across the different countries to determine
whether companies in the different countries had widely
divergent characteristics. We found no significant differences. Table 4 gives an overview of the characteristics of the
individual respondents within each participating company.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Model Specification
To test oor hypotheses developed in the theory section, we
first modeled buyers' preferences as a function of the
explanatory variables. This yielded two parameter vectors
that represent the effect of the explanatory variables on buy-

ers' preferencesfoToutsourcingof systemintegrationversus
in-house systemintegrationand foT single sourcing versus
multiple sourcingof systemcomponents.Becauseoor theoretical framework separatedthe two decision dimensions,
we also separatedthem in oor analysis.Note that we presentedrespondentswith all possible combinationsof outsourcing versusin-house systemintegrationand purchaselevel concentration.Therefore,we estimatedthe impact of
the explanatoryvariables on respondents'preferencesin
eachdecisiondimensionindependentlyof their preferences
in the other dimension.We then tested fOTdifferences in
parameter estimates within each equation or decision
dimensionusing a Wald statistic. Thus, in the outsourcing
equation,we comparedcoefficients foToutsourcingversus
in-house system integration, and in the purchaseconcentrationequation,we comparedcoefficientsfoTsingle
sourcingversusmultiple sourcing.
Marketing scholarshave argued that preferenceratings
are closeTto ordinal-scaledmeasuresthan to interval-scaled
measures(Steenkampand Wittink 1994). Therefore, we
modeledbuyers'preferencesusing an orderedprobit structure, which accountedfoTthe orderednatureof preference
ratings. To allow foT heterogeneityin respondents'preferencesin different boring scenarios,we useda randomcoefficient specificationof the parametersfoTthe variablesthat
we manipu~ated
in the experimentaltasks.We also included
countryduinmiesto accountfoTthe heterogeneityrelatedto
possibledifferencesin the markets that respondentsface.
For the preferencefoToutsourcingversusin-house system
integration,we specifiedthe following equation:
(1) PREFjj= [ao + (!Jo+ EPl)'Xf + 1\)Xr + ~xrXJ] x Zo
+ [al + (1'1+ EP2)Xf+ 11.iXr+ l;ixrXJ]
x (1- Zo) + T'oCj+ À(}Aj + E~.
The dependent variabie in Equation 1, PREFij, represents
the latent preference of company i foTbuying scenario j. The
dummy Zo bas the value 1 foT outsourcing options (Buying
Options 1 through 3) and the value 0 foT in-house systemintegration options (Buying Options 4 through 6). The vector x~ representsthe factors foTbuying scenario j as manipulated in the conjoint design, TACKNOW, TECHVOL,
TECHHET, SUPPSPEC, INTCONC, TSA, and SYSIMP.
The vector Xr represents the factors KNOWHOW,
KNOWHOWSQ (KNOWHOW x KNOWHOW), and ACQEXP foT company i, which were not manipulated in the conjoint task but were measured by semantic differential scales.
The constant <Xo(respectively [resp.] av represents the average preference foT outsourcing (resp. in-house integration).
The vector Po (resp. PI) represents parameters that capture
the impact of the seven conjoint factors on a company's
preference foT outsourcing (resp. in-house integration). The
vector 110 (resp. 11v represents parameters that capture the
impact of the measured factors KNOWHOWand ACQEXP
on a company's preference foT outsourcing (resp. in-house
integration). The vector l;o (resp. Cv represents parameters
that capture the interaction between KNOWHOW of company i (X!<:)and a vector of two conjoint factors of interest
TECHVOL and TECHHET (X~) foT buying scenario j. The
vectors epI and ep2 represent company-specific error terms
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in the effect of the conjoint factors on preference. We
assumed these error terms to he independently normally distributed with zero mean. The standard deviations of f;!?1and
f;!?2 are estimated and express heterogeneity in preference
among companies. The company-specific error terms capture heterogeneity in the P parameters. The country in which
the respondent flrm is active is represented by Cj. The corrections through 'Yo'Cjcapture heterogeneity among companies in different countries tor the different marker conditions
they may face. Finally, with the term ~' Aj, we included
fixed effects tor possible differences in averages between
preference statements (see Table 2). This captures possible
heteroskedasticity between preference statements.2 The
remaining errors, E~, vary across companies and conjoint
factors and are assumed to he distributed independently as
N[O,I], as is common in ordered probit modeIs.
For the preference of single over multiple sourcing, we
specify
(2) PREFïj = [as + (Ps + Efl)'Xf + 1i5Xr + çsXfX1]
x Zs + [aM + (PM + ~2)'Xf + TJM~:r
+ ÇMX~X~] x (1 -ZS) + 'YsC;+ ÄgAj + e~
The dependent variabie, PREFij, represents the latent
preference of company i tor boring scenario j. The variabie
Zs represents a dummy that has the value 1 tor singlesourcing options (Buying Options 1 and 4) and the value 0
tor multiple-sourcing options (Buying Options 1, 2, 5, and
6). The vectors Xf ' ~M, Xf, and xj have the same meaning
as in Equation 1. The constant as (resp. aM) represents the
average preference tor single sourcing (resp. multiple sourcing). The vector Ps (resp. PM) represents parameters that
capture the impact of the seven conjoint factors on a company's preference tor single sourcing (resp. multiple sourcing). The vector T\s (resp. l1M) represents parameters lliat
capture the impact of the seven conjoint factors on a company's preference tor single sourcing (resp. multiple sourcing). The vector Çs (resp. ÇM) represents parameters that
capture the interactions between KNOWHOW (Xf) and the
vector of conjoint factors TECHVOL and TECHHET (Xj).
The vectors Ffl and Ff2 represent company-specific independently normally distributed error terms in the effect of
conjoint factors on preference. The vectors 'Ys'Cjand 1Ios'
Aj
have the same meaning as previously. We assume e~.to he
independently distributed as N[O,l].
J

Estimationand Testing
Using a smooth simulated maximum likelihood procedure (Hajivassiliou and Ruud 1994),we estimatedmultivariate models1 and 2. At the baseof this approachis the
recognitionthat,conditionalon the company-specificerrors,
our model is a traditional ordered probit model. The loglikelihood of this conditional modelis (Maddala 1983)

2We allow tor different interceptsfoT all preference statements. This
enablesone of the latent cutoff points in the ordered probit model to differ
acrosspreferencestatements,which enables the different preference statements to have different variances,allowing foT heteroskedasticity in the
preferencestatements.

n

(3)

m

RESEARCH, AUGUST 2003
k

L* = logL = LLLZijg
i=l

j=l

log[<I>(~g-PREFij)
g=l

-~(f.1g-1 -PREFjj)].
where n is the tota! number of companies (i) inthe sample,
m is the number of scenarios (j) to which a company
responds, and k is the total number of ordered response categories (g). The dummy variabie Zijg bas the value 1 if the
response falls in the gth category and 0 otherwise. The
cumulative standard normal is cI>,and PREFij is the systematic part of preference function I or 2.
The unconditional likelihood CaDbe expressed as the
expected value of the conditional contribution of eachobservation with the expectation taken over the joint density of
the company-specific error components. This is a multidimensional integral foT which no analytical solution CaDbe
given. Therefore, in the simulated maximum likelihood procedure, the integral is approximated by a mean of simulated
conditional likelihoods. 1n our estimations, we based this
simulated mean on 100 independent draws from a standard
normal error term per random coefficient. We then transformed the draws with different parameters to allow foTestimation of differences in variance between random variables.
Instead of the true likelihood, the simulated likelihood was
maximized. It CaDbe shown that this procedure is asymptotically equivalent to regular maximum likelihood procedures,
provided that the number of independent draws is large
enough (e.g., Hajivassiliou and Ruud 1994). The latter result
implies that standard ways of obtaining maximum likelibood estimates and standard errors CaDbe used.
We tested o~ hypotheses using a Wald statistic foT linear
restrictions. In OUTcase, we tested restrictions of the farm
R~ = 0, Rl1 = 0, and RÇ = 0, where the difference in the estimates foT the outsourcing versus in-house system integration was significantly different from zero (e.g., ~01 -~11 =
0; 1101-1111 = 0; 1;01-ÇI1 = 0). We tested foT the difference
in the estimates foT the single-sourcing versus multiplesourcing options in an analogous manner. In general, we CaD
specify the test as
(4)

W = [Rb]'{Rvar(b)R'}-l[Rb].

Results
The results of the estimation of the modeis, as in Equations 1 and 2, are depicted in Tables 5 and 6. Columns 2 and
3 of Table 5 present the parameter vectors for the main
effects (Po, f}., 110, Tb) and interaction effects between
KNOWHOWand TECHVOL and TECHHET (~ and ÇI) in
Equation 1. Columns 4 and 5 give the Wald statistic for the
coefficients for outsourcing versus the coefficients for inhouse integration. We present both the sign of the effect, as
weIl as the X2,and the effect's significance. Column 6 presents an overview of our hypotheses. We also report the latent
thresholds of the ordered probit model together with the
standard deviations of the random coefficients,3 the fit, and
the sample size of the model. Table 6 presents sirnilar results
but for Equation 2.
3Note that we also estimateda common slopes specification of the
model, which gavesimilar resultsas the randomcoefficientspecification.

N.A.N.A.
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In general,the resultssupportour theoreticalfrarnework,
grounded in production and transactioncosts. They also
supportour central notion that the presenceand leakageof

know-howand the technologicalenvironmenta buyerfaces
drive buyerpreferencestoward outsourcingof systemintegrationand single sourcingof systemcomponents.

Table 5
PREFERENCE FOR OUTSOURCING OVER IN-HOUSE SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Preference(Outsourcing
over In-House)

x2
Variables"

ProductionCosts
Technologicalknow-how
(KNOWHOW)a
(Technoiogicalknow-how)2
(KNOWHOWSQ)a
Technologicalheterogeneity
(TECHHET)
Component-supplierspecialization
(SUPPSPEC)
Supplierconcentrationin system-integration
market
(INTCONC)
Acquisition expertise
(ACQEXP)a
TransactionCosts
Leakageof tacit knowledge
(TACKNOW)
Technoiogicalvolatility
(TECHYOL)
TSAs
(TSA)
Interactions
Know-howax technoiogicalheterogeneity
Know-how' x technologicalvolatility
Other Variables
Systemimportance
(SYSIMP)

Coefficient
Outsourcing

(Significance

CoejJicient

-.2020

(.054)
-.1007

(.031)
-.0248
(.036)
-.0245
(.035)
.0261

(.035)
-.0689

(.042)
-.1340

(.038)
.0440

(.035)
.0247

(.034)
.0348
(.035)
.0125
(.034)

In-House

Sign

«.01)
2.75
(.097)
.62
(.430)

-.0007

.24

+

+***

.0659

-***

(.1)36)
-;0842
(.036)

+**

-.0067

+

(.034)
-.0569

+*

(.036)
.0182

(.035)

(.624)
1.62
(.202)
9.34
«.01)

-(~)
-(H7)

14.43
«.01)
6.59
(.010)
.43
(.514)

3.32
(.069)
.01

(.910)

(.037)

5.07

.0467

-.0628

Hypothesis

17.49

.1200
(.055)
-.0267
(.032)
-.0643
(.035)
(.034)
-.0361
(.034)
-.2711
(.051)

Level)

(.024)

(.034)

Latent Thresholds(OrderedProbit)
111
112
113
114
115

~

-2.641 (.350)
-1.964 (.292)
-1.433 (.253)
-.982 (.226)
-.441 (.203)
.213 (.195)

StandardDeviations ofRandomCoefficients

s.d.TECHHET

.0206

(.328)

*p < .10.
**p < .05.
***p < .01.
.Yariablesthat we measured;we manipulatedal! other variablesin the conjointexperiment.
Notes:N.A. = not applicable.

N.A.
N.A.N.A.
N.A.
N.A.N.A.

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.N.A.N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
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oAs we predicted in Hl and Hz, we find that (I) an inverted Ushaped relationship exists between a buyer's preference for outsourcing and in-house system integration (Xz = 2.75), and (2) a
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curvilinear U-shaped relationship exists between a buyer's
know-howand its preferencefoTsingle sourcing overmultiple
sourcing of systemcomponents(X2 = 4.57). Becausethese

Table 6
PREFERENCE FOR SINGLE OVER MULTIPLE SOURCING
Preference (Single over
Multiple Sourcing)

Production Costs
Technologicalknow-how
(KNOWHOW)a
(Technologicalknow-how)2
(KNOWHOWSQ}3
Technologicalheterogeneity
(TECHHET)
Component-supplierspecialization
(SUPPSPEC)
Supplierconcentrationin system-integration
market
(INTCONC)
Acquisition expertise
(ACQEXP)a
TransactionCosts
Leakageof tacit knowledge
(TACKNOW)
Technologicalvolatility
(TECHVOL)
TSAs
(TSA)
Interactions
Know-howax technologicalheterogeneity
Know-howax technologicalvolatility
Other Variables
Systemimportance
(SYSIMP)

-.0901
(.047)
-.1045
(.032)
-.0345
(.031)

.0593

(.069)
.0076

(.042)
-.0826

(.057)

.0582

-.1626

(.053)

(.031)
.0032
(.030)
-.2219
(.045)

-.0302

(.050)
-.0743

(.0578)

.0134
(.030)

-.1493

(.056)

.0128

-.0934

(.051)

+*

3.23

+**

(.072)
4.75
(.033)
.56

-***

+**

-*

.0209

(.050)

-.0023

(.049)
.0410

.()(}()(}

(.031)

+

(.051)

N.A

(.566)

4.07

6.48
(.011)
3.22
(.073)

N.A.

+(~)
-(HIO)
-(HIJ

.66

(.417)
.57
(.451)

+ (HIJ)

3.31

.0281

-.0796

-(Hs)

(.563)

(.031)

(.045)

.01)
.33

.33

(.030)

-.0493

12.84

(.044)

(.030)

-.0130

+ (H3)

(.456)
«

+

U (H2)

(.030)

(.069)

Latent Thresholds(OrderedProbit)

~l

-2.543

~2
~3

-1.834
-1.277

~

-.808

~5

-.243

~
StandardDeviations ofRandomCoefficients
s.d. TECHHET
s.d SUPPSPEC
s.d. INTCONC
s.d. TACKNOW
s.d. TECHVOL
s.d. TSA
g.d. SYSIMP
x2 (degreesof freedom= 62)
N (numberof companies= 55; numberof observations= 2640)

.442

.0083
(.403)
.0073
(.409)
.0068

(.339)
.0591
(.343)
.8705

(.260)
.1122
(.379)

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.N.A.N.A.

(.323)
(.263)
(.226)
(.204)
(.194)
(.209)
.0107
(.231)
.3787
(.278)
.0014
(.237)
.0017
(.245)
.0013
(.235)
.0084

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

(.261)

.4164

.4890

(.316)

(.235)
259.6 (p < .01)

*p < .10.
**p < .05.
***p < .01.
'Yariablesthat we measured;we manipulatedallother variablesin the conjointexperiment.
Notes:N.A. = not applicable.

N.A.
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Figure 2
THE QUADRATIC EFFECT OF KNOW-HOW ON BUYING
PREFERENCES
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effects may be difficult to interpret, we included Figure 2,
which depicts the effects of know-how on bath preferences
(note that know-howcan be negativeand positive becauseit
pertainsto factor scores).
-Contraryto H3'we find thattechnologicalheterogeneitybasno
significant effect on a buyer's preferencetor either (1) outsourcingoverin-housesystemintegration(x2 = .62) or (2) single sourcing over multiple sourcing of system components
(X2= .56).
oAswe predictedin H4a'we find that the positive relationship
betweentechnologicalheterogeneityand a buyer's preference
tor outsourcingover in-housesystemintegrationis greatertor
high-know-howbuyersthan tor low-know-howbuyers (X2 =
3.32). However,contraryto H4b'we found no significantinteraction effect between technologicalheterogeneityand knowhow tor a buyer's preferencetor single sourcingovermultiple
sourcingof systemcomponents(X2= .66).
oAswe predicted in Hs, we find that component-supplierspecialization negativelyaffects a buyer's preferencetor single
overmultiple sourcingof systemcomponents(X2= 12.84).
-Contraryto ~, we do not find supplier concentrationin the
system-integration
marketto affecta buyer'spreferencesignificantly tor outsourcingover in-house systemintegration(x2 =
1.62).
-Contrary to H7' acquisition expertise positively affects a
buyer's preferencetor outsourcingover in-house systemintegration(x2 = 9.34).

oAs we predicted in Hs, we find that the greater the facit knowhow of the buyer that can be leaked, the lower a buyer's preference is for outsourcing over in-house system integration (x2 =
14.43). As for the competing hypotheses we posited in H9 and
HIO, we find support for HIO in that the greater the facit knowhow leakage of the buyer, the lower is its preference for single
sourcing over multiple sourcing (X2 = 6.48).
oAs we predicted in HII' we find that technological volatility (1)
positively affects a buyer's preference for outsourcing over inhouse system integration (X2 = 6.59) and (2) negatively affects
a buyer's preference for single sourcing over multiple sourcing
of system components (X2 = 3.22).
-Contrary to HI2 and H13, we find no significant interaction
effect between technological volatility and know-how, both for
a buyer's preference for outsourcing over in-house integration
(x2 = .01) and for single over multiple sourcing (X2 = .57).
oContrary to H14' we find that TSAs have no significant effect
on a buyer's preference for outsourcing over in-house integration (x2 = .43).

As foT the control variables, we find that system importance (I) negatively affects a buyer's preference foT outsourcing over in-house system integration (x2 = 5.07) and
(2) negatively affects a buyer's preference foT single sourcing over multiple sourcing of system components (X2 =
3.31). We also find that most country dummies yield significant coefficients, which we do not report here foTreasons of
brevity"

DISCUSSION
TheoreticalImplications
This article is the first in marketingto studythe boring of
modular systems.It delineatesunderlying dimensions of
modular systems (system integration and systemcomponents) and focuses on two particularly interesting buyer
decisions,namelythe outsourcingof systemintegrationand
componentpurchaseconcentration.In this manner,this article could be a first steptowardmore researchon the particulars of modular systems,suchas IT, telecommunications,
and medical systems,which occupy a substantialpart of
today'seconomy.
Prior literature bas extensivelystudiedoutsourcingdecisions from both a production- and a transaction-costperspective.However,outsourcingbas rarely beenstudied in a
technology context. Dur results show that outsourcing's
direct applicationto this contextmaybe misguided.We fiod
that in technology markets, particular production- and
transaction-cost
factorsare at play or play out differently.
Although know-howplaysa moderaterole,if any,in prior
theories on outsourcing,we fiod that in high-technology
markets,a buyer'sknowledgestock stronglyaffectsits preferencefor outsourcing.Buyers prefer to integratesystems
in-houseto safeguardtheir tacit knowledge (Hg). We also
fiod evidence for an inverted U-shaped effect of a company's (technological)know-how on a buyer's outsourcing
preference(H2). Moderate-know-howflflllS have a greater
preferencefor outsourcingsystemintegrationthan do either
high-know-how or low-know-how firms. Moderate-knowhow buyers presumablyare satisfied with their present
know-howandhave sufficientknow-howto evaluatesupplierg'performanceand assimilatenewknowledgeeffectively.
At the sametime, they havefewer positive feedbackeffects
from using their know-how than do more knowledgeable
competitors.Theseresultsnot only conflfm the focal role of
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know-how in TI marketsbut also empirically confi prior
theorizing by Ghoshand John (1999) that a firm's f source
endowmentsaffectits governancechoices.This is es cially
valuable, because we experimentally manipulat d tacit
know-how leakage.Thus, oor result does not sufti r Erom
endogeneityproblems,whichplaguedNickerson,H lton,
andWada's(2001)research.
Another factor focal to TI markets is techn logical
volatility. Interestingly,we fiod thatbuyersreactdi erently
to technologicalvolatility (HIJ thantheydo to gene environmental(e;g.,demand)volatility, which is more c mmon
in prior transaction-costanalysisliterature.Althoug goverDancetheory predicts that volatility decreasesa co pany's
preferenceto outsource,we fiod that when it s ifically
concernstechnologicalvolatility, it increasesa firm s preferencetor outsourcing.
In contrastwith outsourcing,purchaseconcentra on bas
receivedlittle academicattention.We fiod that kn w-how
and technologicalvolatility also significantly affect uyer's
preferencesto single-source.Moderate-know-howbuyers
especiallyhave a low preferencetor single sourcin , compared with high- and low-know-how buyers. M erateknow-howbuyersare able to discriminateamongd fferent
offerings and assimilateknowledge inflow Erom ultiple
suppliers,which motivatesthem to mix and match system
componentsErommultiple vendors(H2). We also d that
buyers tend to avoid single-sourcingsituations wh n they
fear tacit knowledgeleakage (HIo) and when they rceive
the technologicalenvironmentas volatile (HIJ. The e findings strengthenoor conclusionthat organizational havior
in n marketsis influencedquite heavily by the kno ledge
stock companiespossessand the technologicaltuf ulence
they experience.
Althoughwe exploredinteractioneffectsbetweenechnological volatility andbuyers'know-how,we did not nd any
significantresults (HI2 and HI3)' Becausewe posit these
interactions as exploratory, the lack of support-:is not
notabIe. Still, in view of the focal fale of know-h w and
technologicalvolatility in TI markets,we encouragefurther
researchthat examineswhetherknowledgeablebuye s react
differently than novicesdo to technologicalvolatilit.
A worthwhile contribution of this researchis at we
demonstratethe effects of (technological:1know-h w and
technological volatility beyond the effects that
more
commonly posited within the existing production-c st and
transaction-cost
literaturestreams.As such,we fiod atoutsourcingandsingle sourcingarelesspreferredtor im ortant
systemsthanthey are tor systemsthatareof lessim rtance
to the company.In line with Wilson,Weiss,and John 1990),
we fiod that component-supplierspecializationiocr asesa
buyer's inclination to mix and matchcomponentsfr m differentvendors.In contrastwith H7,we fiod that acq isition
expertiseis positively related to outsourcingprefef nee. A
possiblereasontor this incongruentresultis that boy with
expertiseon the suppliermarketare more confidentin hiring a systemintegrator,and theyhavea strongerbar rolling
position (Walker and Weber1984).This is consiste t with
oor finding that buyers with high acquisitionexpe .e also
are more confidentin hiring a singlesource.
We also fiod that samefactors in oor theoreticalfrarnework did not affect a company'spreferencetor outs urcing
and single sourcing.We do not fiod a significant e ect of
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TSAs on a buyer's preference foT outsourcing. There may be
several reasons this is the case. First, technology-intensive
markets may he a boundary condition, in which TSAs may
he of little relevance to outsourcing decisions. That the
effect of TSAs may he somewhat contingent is not a new
idea but bas been found in prior research (Weiss, Anderson,
and MacInnis 1999). Second, the war we manipulated TSAs
may be inadequate foT two reasons: (1) TSAs have been
shown to have multiple dimensions and levels, which we
collapsed into a single experimental manipulation, and (2)
we anchored TSAs on the prospective investments required
to deal with an external system integrator rather than with
the system-integration tast.
We fiod only mixed support foT the effects of technological heterogeneity (H3-H4). This is not surprising in view of
the weak explanatory power of this variabIe in previous
studies on TI markets (Weiss and Heide 1993); the influence
of technological heterogeneity may he consistent but weak,
which makes it more difficult to pick up in statistical analyses. It is also conceivable that contrary effects are at play. As
such, increasing differences hetween alternative system configurations may increase an organization's informationprocessing requirements and make restricted searchesinadequate (Nelson and Winter 1982). Both outsourcing system
integration and single sourcing system components may
restrict information inflow to the bUreT, which may he
undesirable.
Implications for Marketing Management
First, we find that buyers' preferences foT outsourcing
system integration and single sourcing system components
are contingent on the presence and transferability of knowhow and the technological uncertainty that buyers perceive.
This combination nuances the position of industry observers
that push firms toward outsourcing and single sourcing. Outsourcing and single sourcing also yield many hazards,which
the trade press does not always recognize. Most important,
outsourcing and single sourcing make tacit knowledge leakage more likely, which foT some companies, such as European incumbent telecommunications operators, is an argument foT spreading purchases among several suppliers and
not outsourcing. Buyer flrIns also have varying degrees of
know-how, which affects their position on outsourcing and
single sourcing. In summary, this article provides a much
more nuanced perspective of the outsourcing and singlesourcing debate than is common in the trade and managerial

press.
Second, OuTfindings may he of practical use to suppliers
in TI markets, particularly in telecommunications. For
example, OuTfinding that buyers are concerned about tacit
knowledge leakage to suppliers when they outsource or concentrate their purchases may help suppliers overcome this
harrier. In suppliers' positioning and communication, they
may learn to deal with buyers' concerns about tacit knowledge leakage.
Third, ourfinding that moderate-know-how buyers have a
higher preference fOToutsourcing but a lower preference foT
single sourcing may aid suppliers in their targeting decisions. Suppliers that seek more system-integration business,
such as pure system integrators, should target moderateknow-how buyers. Suppliers that are strong in component
technology but do not want to integrate forward in system
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integration,suchas Alcatel, should especiallytargetknowledgeableincumbenttelecommunicationsoperatorsor lowknow-how new entrants.Suppliersthat seekto be a single
sourcefor their customers,suchas Nortel, shouldalso target
low- or high-know-howtelecommunicationsoperatorsbut
not moderate-know-howoperators.This finding counters
the naive idea ofonly targeting customersthat 'Deedthe
company'sservicemost(i.e., low-know-howfirms).
Fourth, our findings cao guide suppliers' strategicdecisions abouttheir objectivesfor integratingsystemsfor their
customersor for being a single source.In this respect,it is
important for suppliersto be able to assessfuture market
trends. Although our study is cross-sectional,it cao aid in
such assessment.For example, the telecommunications
industry is evolving fiom voice to integrated data/voice
transmission,which is an entirely different technologythan
in the past.The transitionto this new technologywill bring
highertechnologicalvolatility and win makethe know-how
of knowledgeablebuyersobsoleteto a large extent. From
our theoreticalframework,we cao deductthatthis evolution
win leadto increasedoutsourcingof systemintegrationand
multiple sourcingof systemcomponents.In otherwords,the
increasingvolatility of telecoinrnunicationstechnologywin
createan opportunityfor pure systemintegrators,and some
of them arealreadytrying to capturethis. Becausepuresystem integratorsare not involved in componentmanufacturing, telecommunicationsoperatorsthat want to outsource
systemintegrationmay considerthem idealpartners.
Limitations and Directions lor Further Research
Although OUThypotheses tests were generally consistent
with the developed theory, there are certain limitations of
this study that we wish to Date. First, although we assessed
a conjoint study to be the best possible method given the
theoretical objectives of the study, it remains unclear if the
relationships we found will hold if tested in a retrospective
study. Although we would welcome attempts to researchthe
phenomenon in a retrospective field study, we are conscious
of the difficulty of such an endeavor.
Second,the sample size is rather small. We did everything
possible to increase response rates in the chosen application
field. New studies that extend on OUTtheoretical framework
would benefit from a larger sample and more statistical
power. Although we believe the telecommunications industry is a fascinating environment because of its rapid evolution, time pressure on executives prohibits large-scale
research studies that derend on the executives' cooperation.
In addition, validation in another industry would certainly
contribute to the external validity of the theory developed.
Third, although OUTresults yield same insights into possibIe dynamics in buying behavior, our study is evidently a
cross-sectional study. A longitudinal or historical study that
explains dynamics in buying behavior and attitudes in TI
markets would be most valuable. On the basis of our results,
we expect this to be lied to the evolution in the presence of
know-how and technological volatility.
Fourth, this study did not measure constructs such as
commitment and trust in relationships or relational norms in
general, which may safeguard knowledge transfer. A more
complete study of how companies cao safeguard tacit
knowledge leakage would be most valuable.
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Overall, the boring of modular systemsremainsa relevant and understudiedtopic. This article provides only one
particularperspectiveon this exciting phenomenon,and we
can but hopethat manyotherswill follow.
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